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The present article focuses on studying metacommunication as a multi-dimensional self-reconfiguration endless symbolic process and its mechanisms of realising and optimising dynamic speech influence in German dialogue discourse within the anthropocentric framework of pragmalinguistics. Special emphasis has been laid on revealing the functional nature of metacommunication as phatic communication and as communication about communication, sustainably enhancing speech impact in a dialogue discourse environment. On the methodological basis of contextual, intentional, speech act and discursive implicature analyses the authors determine and define speech means that prove to be conducive to interlocutors’ succeeding in speech acts as perlocutionary optimisers. The research material is represented by fragments of the dialogue discourse containing such tools of perlocutionary optimisation, collected by continuous sampling from German works of literature, where characters’ speech is close to day-to-day conversational communication. The procedure of the given research comprised the analysis of discursive fragments in which the realisation of speech acts of various illocutionary types (potentially) results in communicative failures followed by studying metacommunicative utterances produced by the speaker to correct (or to prevent) the undesirable effects of his/her (potential) unsuccessful speech acts as perlocutionary optimisers. Realising the metacommunicative contactive speech act, they solve two blocks of tasks that contribute to the effective implementation of speech impact in the discourse: technically ensuring the uninterrupted flow of communication and additional intensifying the intended speech influence on the interlocutor, which is referred to as perlocutionary intensification. Based on this, the article offers a brief overview of the main technical tasks of perlocutionary optimisers, as well as a detailed analysis of the pragma-discursive features of perlocutionary intensifiers, namely: determining the way of their discursive realisation; distinguishing their pragmatic types depending on the object of influence; substantiating their position relative to other speech acts in verbal interaction, and describing the relevant situations of their functioning in the contemporary German dialogue discourse.
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Introduction

Nowadays media, technology and individuals who increasingly apply both novel and conventional communication tools to develop new forms of communication converge and are considered to be the key global discourse concepts in the twenty-first century (Eadie, 2009, p. xi). As a result, speech communication as a multifaceted interdisciplinary integrity makes part and parcel of social interaction and constitutes an essential building block of its organisation. The aims of the interlocutors go beyond the framework of conventional exchanges of speech messages and are directed at mutual management of joint activities (Issers, 2009, p. 33). In this respect, any speech communication, as it is stated in “Business communication for success” (2015), can be regarded as an impact on interlocutors’ thoughts, actions and feelings by means of speech, being a process by which we assign meaning to linguistic signs and convey this meaning in an attempt to create shared understanding.

A correct understanding of the linguistic signs selected by the interlocutors during the progress of interaction underpins communication, however, does not guarantee the success of the speech impact: “knowledge of the linguistic system – the rules of the language – is only one of the prerequisites for verbal communication, and not always the most significant in the impact on consciousness” (Dem'yankov, 1984, p. 141). Thus, it is common practice to distinguish the communication per se – any process of producing signs by one interlocutor and the perception of these signs by the other interlocutor with the same understanding of these signs by both, and effective communication, in which the same understanding of signs is accompanied by the same convictions (Schaff, 1962, p. 354).

The effectiveness of speech communication is determined by the extent to which the aim and the result of the above influence coincide (Ermolaev, 1990, p. 46; Molina & Jennings, 2018) and can vary significantly depending on (non)-communicative circumstances. The latter constitute communicative situations (Leeds-Hurwitz, 2014), comprising the purpose of communicative exchange, its content domain, the identity of its participants, and the meaningful corresponding conditional congruent or non-congruent stimuli that surround the verbal communication. In this connection, what has become obvious is the actual necessity of revealing speech means capable of optimising speech impact to achieve its maximum effect – perlocutionary optimisers, which is underway in various disciplinary fields, specifically in pragmalinguistics (Bezugla, 2009; Kryvoruchko, 2011), emotiology, language ecology (Fill & Mühlhäusler, 2006), language

philosophy (Jensen, 2018; Slotta, 2015), semantics (Kissine, 2008), cognitive linguistics (Hart, 2010), linguocultural studies (Kang, 2013), semiotics (Gaspard, 2018), teaching foreign languages (Feng, 2016). Taking into consideration “an intrinsic process of orienting the comprehension” (Mateus, 2017, p. 85), with the relationship dimension standing along the content of communication, it is metacommunication that proves to be such a fundamental optimiser in communicational processes, “permanently overcoming the codified borders of communication, recommunicating communication itself” (Mateus, 2017, p. 86).

The **purpose of the article** is to study the concept of metacommunication, revealing its potential in terms of optimising speech impact, in particular: to analyse intentional and speech-act specifics of metacommunicative means as perlocutionary optimisers; to examine pragma-discursive features of perlocutionary intensifiers as the means of optimising speech impact: to define the way of their realisation, their pragmatic types, as well as situations of their functioning in the contemporary German dialogue discourse.

**Brief overview**

In the process of exerting speech impact, two blocks of tasks are to be singled out (Tarasov, 1983, p. 80) for clarity referred to as ‘technical’ and ‘impact’ ones. The former is connected with the organisation of interaction and involves creating optimal conditions for impact realisation. Here belong the following aspects: establishing contact, attracting and holding the attention of the audience, winning their trust, as well as creating psychological conditions conducive to better speech comprehension. The latter block concerns organising and realising speech impact per se, the ultimate task of which is to convey certain information to the audience, convince and urge them to take certain actions (Tarasov, 1983, p. 91-92).

Each of these blocks presupposes exploiting a special ‘tool kit’ to facilitate the accomplishment of its tasks, thus optimising the speech impact. Here belong a number of extralinguistic tools, such as the speed and loudness of speech, interlocutors’ appearance and status symbols (Bogomolova, 1990; Tarasov, 1983, pp. 84–85), levels of their relationships (“well-wishing amiable attitude helps the subject of impact to win his/her object over, make him/her an ally, thus, facilitating success” (Kulikov, 1983, p. 165)). At the same time, there have been discovered a range of linguistic tools proper, including those for establishing speech contact (Pochepecov, 1981), creating necessary preconditions for an optimal perception of discourse fragments (Wierzbicka, 1971), aimed at either enhancing or softening speech impact (Holmes, 1984; Zeoli, 2008).

Our findings indicate that it is metacommunication that constitutes an essential linguistic instrument of speech impact optimisation, contributing to the accomplishment of the tasks of both blocks. It is mainly regarded as “a special type of communication, the subject of which is the process of communication” (Kashkin, Knyazeva, & Rubtsov, 2008, p. 110), “the message under the message” (Wubbolding, 2013, p. 168), dealing with cultural sensitivity, empathy, congruence (correspondence between input information and output felicity), emotional regard, interlocutors’ (un)willingness to function within the boundaries of social, professional, personal guidelines, standards and ethics. For that matter, metacommunication is also characterised as a bridge between individuals as ethnosemantic entities and society as a whole (Bateson, 1972), the issue being that “speech optimisation processes are carried out by means of various language-related tools which enable communicating about means of communication and communications systems” (Hoppenbrouwers, Weigand, 2000, p. 131).

In fact, the interdisciplinary idea of every message having a metacommunicative component with metacommunicative functional information concerning how to interpret other messages roots back to 1951, when G. Bateson invented the term within the framework of his research project on communication, placing special emphasis on logical paradoxes (Ruesch & Bateson, 1951; Chan, Foy, & Magliano, 2018). Although the phenomenon of metacommunication has been the subject matter of many sciences, it is in linguistic studies (for instance, influenced by J. Derrida Communication Theory (Mateus, 2017) or theories of self-referentiality in mass media (Esser, Reinemann & Fan, 2001)) that its nature has been revealed more than once, primarily in its ‘technical’ function as means of ensuring the free flow of speech interaction (Misnev & Demiray, 2017). However, the impacting potential of metacommunicative units hasn’t been the key focus of scientists’ attention yet. Therefore, consideration of this issue in terms of pragmalinguistics explicates the topical value of the present research.

**Methods**

The principles of cognitive pragmalinguistics and the theory of discourse, which is characterised by the unity of cognitive and communicative aspects, underpin the methodological basis of the present paper. To study the pragma-discursive properties of metacommunicative utterances in the function of perlocutionary optimisation in the contemporary Germanic dialogue discourse, we employed such methods as observation,
description, induction, deduction, introspection for sampling and analysis of linguistic material and presenting the findings of the research; contextual and intentional analysis to reveal the speaker’s communicative intentions. Illocutionary types of utterances under consideration are determined with the help of speech act analysis. The peculiarities of implicit speech act realisation are studied through analysing and explicating discursive implicatures for establishing the peculiarities of implicit speech act realisation.

The research material comprises the corpus of 2021 fragments of the dialogue discourse containing metacommunicative means of perlocutionary optimisation, collected by continuous sampling from German works of literature, where characters’ speech is close to day-to-day conversational communication.

The procedure for selecting discursive fragments is as follows: at the first stage of the study, we analysed discursive fragments in which the realisation of speech acts of various illocutionary types resulted in communicative failures due to malfunctioning of the 'technical' or 'impact' blocks of tasks that should ensure the effective realisation of speech impact: for instance, the listener’s misunderstanding the communicative intentions of the speaker, disturbed balance of interpersonal relations between them, their reluctance to ‘correspond’ to the interlocutor’s perlocutionary purposes by their behaviour, etc. We qualify metacommunica
tive utterances produced by the speaker to correct the undesirable effects of such unsuccessful speech acts as perlocutionary optimisers and, depending on their function, consider them to belong to the means of optimising the 'technical' or 'impact' block of tasks. The analysis of the samples has shown that in similar communicative situations they are characterised by a high degree of repeatability, otherwise stated, they are conventional in their optimising meaning. In this regard, such optimisers are used not only as the speaker’s reaction to his/her communicative failure, but are also employed in advance to prevent the occurrence of unwanted adverse effects. Therefore, at the second stage of the study, we took into consideration discursive fragments with perlocutionary optimisers in the pre-position to the speech act, whose influence in the speaker’s opinion required provisional optimisation, that is, suchlike situations, where communicative failures were prevented and did not necessarily take place.

Results and discussion
As it is known, metacommunication, as opposed to communication, doesn’t convey information about the surrounding objects and phenomena. Instead, it describes the very communicative process, characterising the course of communication and representing the way its interaction dynamics is organised and managed by language means (Sinitsyna, 2005, p. 4). It is subject to the main communication, serving needs of the latter (Valsiner & Branco, 2006), and its role in the sociogenesis of the dialogical self can hardly be overestimated (Branco, 2005).

From the point of view of metacommunication functional intent, there prove to be at least two approaches to its understanding: as phatic communication and as communication about communication that inter alia “carries meaning to either enhance or weaken what we say in words” (Misnèvs & Demiray, 2017, p. 214).

In phatic communication metacommunicative means are conducive to a successful flow of communication due to organising the work of communication channels they are aimed at, ensuring switching the addressee’s attention to the message, maintaining the addressee’s attention at the proper level while the message is conveyed and disconnecting the speech contact, thus opening, maintaining and closing speech interaction (Pocheptsov, 1981, p. 52). Phatic metacommunication is highly ritualised, conventional, dominated by social and regulatory information and realised through phatic speech acts – speech stereotypes that constitute various interjectional attention-attracters, appeals, parenthetic clauses of catching attention and introducing new topics into the conversation, echo-questions, maintaining attention, etc. (Matyukhina, 2004, p. 10): Schau mal!; Stell dir vor!; Hör zu!; Hör mal, was ich dir sage!; Weißt du was; Hörsst du?; Und? Echt? Hm; Na ja etc.: „Hört zu, ihr zwei, ich möchte euch etwas sagen. Euch kann hier nichts passieren. Ich werde euch beschützen, das verspreche ich.“ (Benedikt, 2015, p. 40)

The other approach to understanding metacommunication views it as ensuring an effective course of communication, contributing to an adequate perception of information, focusing on how a message is delivered and is meant to be interpreted (Parker, 2014; Rosenberg, 2018). It eliminates comprehension interferences related to the meaning in the process of communication, reflects the coded content of messages and contributes to their correct understanding, establishing logical connections, directing the flow of interaction, expressing the speaker’s attitude to the content of his/her utterance (Wierzbicka, 1971; Devkin, 1981). Speech acts, realising the purposes mentioned, comprise “description”, “correction”, “specifying”, “estimation”, “comments” etc. (Meyer-Hermann, 1976): Damit ist Folgendes gemeint, ...; Ich wollte nur sagen, ...; Das heißt,...; Daraus folgt, ...; anders / genauer / richtiger gesagt, ... etc.
Commenting on the process of speech interaction, metacommunication inter alia regulates the balance of interlocutors’ relations (communicative balance), thus promoting the maintenance of speech acts. The so-called Beziehungsakte (Germ. for “interpersonal acts”) are aimed at relieving tension and improving communication partners’ relations (Schwitalla, 1979, p. 138). These tasks are accomplished among others through perlocutionary mitigators – speech means aimed at mitigating non-intended speech impact with a view to preventing or softening undesired perlocutionary consequences. As a rule, the latter are represented by the addressee’s negative emotional reaction to various threats to his/her dignity referred to as “face” by P. Brown and S. Levinson (1987), and are potentially conflictogenic (for further information about perlocutionary mitigation see (Kryvoruchko, 2016)):

„Verzeihen Sie <…> Haben Sie Ihre Frau schon mal betrogen?“
Heinrich Emanuel stand auf. Er war beleidigt. „Ich bitte Sie, Herr Stabsarzt!“ (Konsalik, 1976, p. 80)

The (partial) neutralisation of the above-mentioned threats is achieved by means of mitigating the illocutionary force of the corresponding speech acts by way of mitigating utterances, which realise the metacommunicative contactive speech act in compliance with standards of critical discourse study (Stibbe, 2014). Employing them, the speaker explains, describes his/her other speech acts, which s/he has performed or intends to perform, drawing the addressee’s attention to his/her words and placing particular emphasis on certain content entities (Bezugla, 2009, p. 59). Here we also deal with illocutionary and perlocutionary content of speech acts – preconditions, conditions, aims and consequences of their realisation (Schwitalla, 1979, p. 113).

Leo: Die Zeit hat andere Längen heute. Denken Sie an die Zinsgeschäfte.
Papa: Ja, ja.
Leo: Sie sind nicht mit der Zeit gegangen. Das rächt sich jetzt. Die Automatik.
Leo: Ich wollte Ihnen nicht nahe treten. Der Rat war sozusagen geschäftlich. (Krötz, 1972, p. 437)

Thus, ensuring a steady functional performance of connection channels, an adequate perception of produced utterances and maintaining an interpersonal balance in communication, metacommunication optimises speech impact, facilitating the accomplishment of the tasks of the ‘technical’ block. The created conditions, in their turn, allow for a more efficient realisation of speech impact, however, by far not always ensuring its success.

The ‘impact’ block also requires optimisation – employing special means capable of enhancing speech impact on the addressee – perlocutionary intensifiers (Kryvoruchko, 2011). As opposed to mitigators as “one of the most significant pragmatic categories among all the discourse markers” (Qianbo, 2016, p. 74), they modify the intended speech impact, intensify it, thus exerting additional pressure on the addressee’s mental and emotional domains.

Notably, it is enough for the ‘technical’ block to work properly so that the speech impact is realised efficiently in casual day-to-day communication. The necessity to employ perlocutionary intensifiers arises in situations of the (potential) perlocutionary failure – the addressee’s (potential) resistance to the impact made by the speaker: when the addressee won’t believe that the state of affairs communicated to him is true or won’t carry out actions required or expected from him, or simply doesn’t wish to experience the feelings verbally and non-verbally modelled for him to experience (Kryvoruchko, 2011; Shamaieva, 2014):

Herr Jänecke macht eine Pause. „Wir haben ihn entlassen müssen. Ihren Freund Heilbutt. Er hat da sehr hässliche Geschichten gemacht.“
„Wieso?“ sagt Pinneberg hitzig. „Das glaube ich nicht!“ (Fallada, 1958, p. 302)

The function of perlocutionary intensification may be performed by phonetic, lexical and grammatical means, as well as by metacommunicative functionally-determined utterances (Weizman & Fetzer, 2015, p. 111). Just like mitigators, they realise the metacommunicative contactive speech act and clarify the illocutionary and perlocutionary content of the speaker’s other speech acts by explicating their
perlocutionary purposes and felicity conditions for their realisation, singled out by J. Searle (1969). For example:

1. Normal input and output conditions: they mean that the speaker and hearer both know how to speak the language; both are conscious of what they are doing; they have no physical impediments to communication; and they are not playing in a play or telling jokes, etc.:

   „Ich weiß nicht“, sagte Kern, „ich möchte eins davon haben und es verkaufen, damit wir was zu leben haben.“

2. Sincerity conditions: they mean that the speech act is being performed sincerely, i.e. the speaker honestly believes, feels, desires or intends to do what s/he is saying:

   Ostra schüttelte den Kopf. „Seien Sie vernünftig, Fallers. In ein paar Tagen haben Sie Julia gesund und unversehrt wieder, wenn Sie schweigen.“
   „Ich bringe Sie um!“ sagte Fallers dumpf. „Ja, ich bringe Sie um.“
   „<...>Aber ich verspreche Ihnen: Sie können zu Weihnachten Julia heiraten. Mein Ehrentwort.“ (Konsalik, 1975, p. 228)

3. Essential conditions: they determine the intentional specifics of illocution, i.e. the speaker’s illocutionary purpose, thus determining the type of illocutionary acts:

   Marie: Wenn der die Beziehungen von seinem Papa spielen läßt, dann kannst dich aufhängen. Herr Inspektorenanwärter.
   Leo: Vielleicht.
   Marie: Unter Garantie. (Kroetz, 1972, p. 463)

The intensifying function of metacommunicative contactives is assigned to them, as a rule, conventionally, as a result of which they can be employed in discourse both as in post- and pre-position to the main speech act – a speech act, the influence of which one has to enhance. In the former case they are the speaker’s response to the perlocutionary failure of the speech impact exerted earlier and are directed at the correction of its perlocutionary effect:

   „Was hat er Ihnen erzählt über seinen Einsatz?“
   „Nichts.“
   „Irene, Sie kennen mich.“ Borokin lächelte mokant. „Man kann mich mit dem nichtssagenden Wort Nichts nicht abspeisen. Sie sollten sich solche Dummheiten endlich abgewöhnen. <...> Was hat Ihnen Wolfgang über seinen Einsatz an der Zonengrenze erzählt?“
   „Ich schwöre Ihnen – nichts!“ (Konsalik 1986, Begegnung in Tiflis, p. 202)

Their usage in pre-position is relevant in cases when the speaker is not sure of the success of his/her speech impact and strives to intensify it in advance:

   „<...> Herr Doktor, ich schwöre Ihnen bei allen Heiligen, das war die schlimmste Zeit von meinem Leben! Furchtbar, furchtbar, was die Piefkes unserem kleinen, wehrlosen Land angetan haben! <...>Ich schwör’s Ihnen, Herr Doktor: Mein Großvater und mein Vater sind Rote gewesen und haben leider müssen dafür. Und ich, ich war auch schon immer rot.“ (Simmel, 1980, p. 164)

It should be noted that perlocutionary intensifiers, directed at “upgrading the strength of the speaker’s attempt to achieve the perlocutionary goal” (Napoli & Ravetto, 2017, p. 237), may be located not only in the pre-position to the main speech act but also in post-positions within the same move, i.e. prior to the addressee’s response. Such a position can be explained by various stages in the formation of the speaker’s intention of intensifying speech impacts (Aijun, 2015): at the pre-locutionary stage – prior to making an impact, when the intention of the perlocutionary intensification is shaped as a single unit with the intention of the main speech act, or at the post-locutionary stage – after its realisation when they are formed consecutively. In the latter case the speaker’s awareness of the need to intensify speech impact may occur subject to the influence of the addressee’s non-verbal behaviour that indicates a potential perlocutionary failure prior to its verbalisation in discourse:

   „Sie verheimlichen mir etwas, Herr Stabsarzt. Seien Sie ehrlich ...haben Sie den Fuß amputiert?“
   „Zwei Zehen. Ich schwöre es Ihnen. <...>“ (Konsalik, 1976, p. 317)
Depending upon the way of expressing the metacommunicative component as a constituent of the proposition, metacommunicative contactives can be subdivided into the following two types: explicit and implicit ones. In the former case, the metacommunicative meaning contained in the proposition is explicitly expressed. Markers of explicit metacommunicative meaning are represented in various combinations by means of lexemes of locutionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary semantics, pronominal adverbs and demonstrative pronouns such as das / es, correlating in terms of content with the interlocutors’ preceding or forthcoming speech acts: Das verspreche ich; Das versichere ich dir; Ich garantiere dafür; Ich verstehe, was ich sage:

„Ambrosius ist nicht Euer Onkel.“ Der Stadtvogt spie die Worte förmlich aus, das Gesicht vor Wut gerötet.
Constanzes Ton wurde nun ruhiger, beinahe sanft, und sie lächelte. „Er ist mein Taufpate, Herr Vogt, und mir herzlich verbunden, seitdem meine Mutter mir das Leben schenkte. Schwört meinen Unmut herauf, und Ihr werdet auch seinen Einfluss zu spüren bekommen, das versichere ich Euch.“ (Benedikt, 2015, p. 24)

Implicit metacommunicative contactives are to be observed when metacommunicative content is expressed implicitly, i.e. not verbalised and has to be inferred. They may be conventionalised or implicative.

Speech acts of the first type do not comprise the above-mentioned metacommunicative constituent due to the shortened structure of the utterance and it is reconstructed extracontextually due to the usage sustainability of such forms. In this case we deal with elliptical constructs in which the metacommunicative component is omitted: Ehrlich + Ich sage / meine das ehrlich; Im Ernst + Ich sage / meine das im Ernst; Absolut sicher + Ich bin mir dessen absolut sicher:

„Wo ist Loretta?“ fragte Dr. Volkmar.
„Ich weiß es nicht. Ehrlich ... auch wenn Sie mich anblicken wie ein Amokläufer. Ich weiß es wirklich nicht. <...>“ (Konsalik, 1978, p. 296)

To infer implicit metacommunicative content of implicative contactives as a representation of functional pragmalinguistic hybridity (Miller & Bayley, 2017), we should proceed from discursive context which is of the utmost importance in this respect. This context enables us to determine whether a given utterance is a comment on a speech act or whether it describes interlocutors’ non-verbal behaviour: Ich bin nicht verrückt / Ich bin nicht betrunken + Ich verstehe / weiß / bin mir bewusst, was ich sage:

„Und es blieb Ihnen nichts anders übrig, als einen Menschen zu töten?
„Sind Sie...“
„Vollkommen!“
„Ich meine: Sind Sie sehr betrunken?“

As is seen from the above examples, perlocutionary intensifiers contribute to the felicitous realisation of the impact of speech acts of various illocutionary types, singled out by Searle (1976). It is known that every illocutionary act is conventionally associated with a certain perlocutionary act – an act of impact (Cohen, 1973). Depending upon the purpose of the impact, the perlocutionary acts are divided into epistemic acts (urging the addressee to believe in a certain state of affairs), characteristic of representatives and commissives; volitional acts (urging the addressee to perform certain actions), characteristic of directives; and emotive acts (urging the addressee to experience certain feelings), characteristic of expressives (Kryvoruchko, 2011; compare with Staffeldt, 2007, pp. 133–135, 172). Proceeding from this, it is possible to identify the pragmatic types of perlocutionary intensifiers in terms of the direction of speech influence (conventionally: thoughts, actions, feelings). Thus, the perlocutionary intensifiers accompanying the realisation of epistemic, volitional and emotive perlocutionary acts are divided according to the object of influence into:

1. Epistemic, enhancing the speech impact on the addressee’s thoughts:

„Wer war der Mann?“ fragte Brahms ungerührt.
„Er mietete mein ganzes Boot, Herr. Er hatte drei schwer bewaffnete Wächter bei sich. Er war kein Ägypter. Er sah wie ein Araber aus. Wie ein reicher Scheich. Er betäubte die blonde Frau, und die drei

2. Volitional, enhancing the speech impact on the addressee’s actions:

*Hagedorn machte eine steife Verbeugung. „Herr Geheimrat, unter diesen Umständen möchte ich Sie bitten...“*


*<...> Fritz ergriff die dargebotene Hand. (Kästner, 1969, p. 168)*

3. Emotive, enhancing the speech impact on the addressee’s feelings:

*„<...> Der Test ist befriedigend verlaufen. Das Resultat im Juni wird das gleiche sein.“ Mirko nickte. „Ich muss Ihnen meine Bewunderung aussprechen“, sagte er. „Ganz ehrlich, Jana. Ich bewundere Sie.“* (Schätzing, 2006, p. 132)

The results of our research prove that perlocutionary intensifiers of the metacommunicative type may enhance a successful realisation of speech impacts of all the illocutionary types of speech acts. The only exception to this is declaratives that, their institutional character taken into consideration, do not typically tend to require any additional perlocutionary modification. It should also be noted that the variety of forms of metacommunicative contactives depends on the illocutionary and perlocutionary specifics of speech acts, their distinct felicity conditions, the content of which is explicated in discourse for the purpose of perlocutionary intensification.

Conclusions

To sum up, speech communication constitutes a process of exerting impact using speech to achieve (non-) communicative goals. Its felicity rests on the quality of the performance of the two blocks of tasks: creating optimal communicative conditions for realising an impact (‘technical’ block), and realising the impact per se (‘impact’ block).

The means conducive to their effective solution act as optimisers of speech communication overall and the impact in particular, or as perlocutionary optimisers. These include, inter alia, metacommunication, which serves the communicative process, is its inalienable dimension and ensures its smooth uninterrupted flow, sustainability and felicity. It has a wide range of optimisation capabilities, contributing to the realisation of both the ‘technical’ and ‘impact’ block of tasks.

In order to optimise the ‘technical’ block, metacommunicative utterances contribute to the organisation of the speech contact, the adequate perception of information and regulate the balance of interpersonal relations. The ‘impact’ block is optimised due to the intensification of speech influence on the addressee – perlocutionary intensification.

Perlocutionary optimisers of the metacommunicative type are realised in the discourse, as a rule, as a kind of phatic speech act — a metacommunicative contactive. It is aimed at optimising the speech contact with the addressee by commenting on the verbal interaction. On the basis of the availability of verbalised metacommunicative meaning in the proposition, explicit and implicit metacommunicative contactives are to be distinguished. Implicit metacommunicative contactives may be conventionalised or implicative.

Perlocutionary intensification by means of metacommunicative contactives is achieved by explicating the felicity conditions of speech acts, as well as verbalisation of their perlocutionary purposes and is relevant in situations of (potential) perlocutionary failure — the addressee’s reluctance to ‘correspond’ to the speaker’s perlocutionary purposes by his/her behaviour: when the addressee does not want to believe in a certain state of affairs, to perform some actions or experience some feelings.

Perlocutionary intensifiers accompany speech acts of various illocutionary types, contributing to the realisation of their speech impact. Depending on the object of influence (thoughts, actions or feelings), intensifiers are divided into pragmatic types: epistemic — increasing the impact of assertives and commissives, volitional — increasing the impact of directives, emotive — enhancing the effect of expressives. Perlocutionary intensification of declaratives has not been established due to their institutional nature.

Thus, the prospects of our further research include a more detailed in-depth analysis of the existing metacommunication tools and revealing new instruments of metacommunication to intensify speech impact in German dialogue discourse within the framework of pragmalinguistics, socio-pragmatics, cognitive linguistics and linguoculturology with both synchronic and diachronic dimensions taken into account.